
1. Pre-installation

Made from 100% recycled polyester, Mobi-Path is a lightweight
roll-out environmentally friendly mat used to  create safe, flat
outdoor access ways in minutes. Supplied as a ready-to use kit
that includes  a Mobi-Path roll,  C-shaped connectors at each mat
end, an X-shaped mat joining connector and mooring staples. 

Prepare the area prior to installation of the Mobi-Path by leveling the
ground surface with a rake to clear debris, large stones and foreign
objects.

2. Start creating your beach pathway
Unroll the Mobi-Path and lay it in the desired position (Fig. 1).
Check the mat surface and place the smooth side facing up and the
corrugated side facing down in contact with the ground. If relevant - 
align one mat end completely with the sidewalk or boardwalk you are
extending from.
Secure the starting end of the mat, using the U-shaped staples
provided (Fig. 2).
On flat terrain, insert staples through the connector holes, as close as
possible to the sidewalk/boardwalk so there is no gap.
On sloped or heavy traffic areas, insert staples through the mat holes.

3. Stretch & Anchor your mats down
Stretch the Mobi-Path from the other end; use the U-shaped staples
inserted through the holes in the mat as a tensioning tool and gently
stretch the mat. (Fig. 3).
Secure the mat end by fastening the end with U-shaped staples
inserted through the connector with a hammer (Fig. 2).

4. Connecting Multiple Mobi-Paths
Repeat 1 and 2 (Fig. 1 & 2).
Use end connectors: lay mat ends side by side and then slide the X-
shaped connector bar into position to link both mat ends together (Fig.
4).
Repeat 3 (Fig. 3 & 2).

5. Maintenance
Using a broom or leaf blower is the preferred method for keeping the
Mobi-Path surface free of sand and debris.
If too much sand accumulates underneath, roll back the mats up and
level the ground. Then re-do the installation.

Optional Mobi-Path installation extra
No visible end
Dig a 10cm deep and 8cm wide trench at the end of the Mobi-Path,
position the mat end connector straight down at 30 degrees into the
sand and anchor the mat down using the U-shaped staples and bury it.
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